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Abstract—We propose a novel approach for handling first-time users in the context of automatic report generation from time-series data in the health domain. Handling first-time users is a common problem for Natural Language Generation (NLG) and interactive systems in general - the system cannot adapt to users without prior interaction or user knowledge. In this paper, we propose a novel framework for generating medical reports for first-time users, using multi-objective optimisation (MOO) to account for the preferences of multiple possible user types, where the content preferences of potential users are modelled as objective functions. Our proposed approach outperforms two meaningful baselines in an evaluation with prospective users, yielding large (=.79) and medium (=.66) effect sizes respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

First aid provision is often dependent on the use of sensors that measure physiological conditions. In this paper, we consider the use of such sensors in the context of a decision support system that employs data-to-text technology to assist in first aid provision. Data-to-text generation is the subfield of Natural Language Generation (NLG) that is concerned with the task of automatically generating text from non-linguistic data such as sensor data [1]. Previous studies have demonstrated that text descriptions can be more effective, understandable and helpful in decision making than graphical representations of data [2][3]. In addition, previous work has shown that it is important for these types of NLG systems to adapt their output to specific users or user groups, such as nurses and patients [4], or lecturers and students [5]. Handling first-time users becomes problematic when no prior information about a user exists. Furthermore, user preferences often vary significantly for the same utterance [6], which will naturally affect the performance of models based on population average. In addition, it is demonstrated that predictive models based on average population of users lead to worse rating predictions than models that are based on user groups or clusters of users [7].

In this paper, we propose a novel model for addressing first-time users, which is based on clusters of potential user types. Each clusters’ preferences are modelled as an objective function. The derived functions are then optimised simultaneously using a multi-objective optimisation approach. Generally, learning algorithms can be divided into two categories: single-objective learning algorithms and multi-objective learning algorithms. Multi-objective optimisation can be applied to situations where optimal decisions are sought in the presence of trade-offs between conflicting objectives [8].

We consider the task of automatically generating short summaries from physiological time-series sensor data (Breathing Rate - BR, Blood Oxygen Saturation - SpO2 and Heart Rate - HR) in the context of a first aid decision support system. In a medical emergency, a patient’s survival often depends upon the prompt response and appropriate first aid provided by the first person on scene, also known as “bystander”, who typically is a first-time user of such a decision support system. Therefore, in this paper, we explore handling first-time users, i.e., users with unknown preferences and background.

Our contributions to the field are as follows: we present a novel and efficient method for tackling the challenge of content selection using a multi-objective optimisation approach; we effectively account for first-time users; we apply our approach to the health domain; we present a comparison with a single-optimisation technique, and we discuss the similarities and differences with previous work.

In the next section, we refer to the related work on content selection from time-series data and user adaptation approaches. In Section III, we provide a description of the corpus used. In Section IV, we describe the user clustering analysis and the multi-objective optimisation approach. In Section V, we present the evaluation setup and in Section VI, we discuss the results obtained from prospective first-time users. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude the reported work and in Section VIII, we offer directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The work presented in this paper relates to several areas of NLG, evolutionary algorithms for NLG and user modelling. We review related work in these areas below.

a) Natural Language Generation:: Natural Language Generation from time-series data has been investigated for various tasks, including, but not limited to, weather forecast generation [9], [10], [11], sportcasting [12], [13], [14], narrative generation to assist children with communication needs.
The important tasks of report generation systems from time-series data are content selection (what to say), surface realisation (how to say it) and information presentation (Document Planning, Ordering etc.). In this work, we concentrate on content selection. There are several approaches to content selection which have previously studied including supervised learning [14], [16], unsupervised learning [12], Reinforcement Learning [21], multi-objective optimisation [5], Gricean Maxims [22], Integer Linear Programming [23], interest scores assigned to content [24], statistical approaches [25], a combination of statistical and template-based approaches [26] and many more. None of the aforementioned approaches uses multi-objective optimisation, with the exception of Gkatzia et al. [5].

The multi-objective optimisation approach by Gkatzia et al. [5] is similar to our proposed method in that we frame content selection as an optimisation task with two objective functions. The two methods differ in two ways. Firstly, the Gkatzia et al.’s approach takes into account known users, whereas our approach chooses content for unknown first-time users. Secondly, their model is based on function aggregation, which leads to sub-optimal solutions, as conflicting user preferences are smoothing out each other. Our model is therefore improved in that it overcomes this issue, by generating a set of optimal solutions (the Pareto set), which are then scored using both objective functions, i.e. the solution that scores best with both functions is chosen.

b) Evolutionary Algorithms and Multi-objective Optimisation for NLG: As discussed above, Gkatzia et al. [5] suggest a multi-objective approach to Natural Language Generation using Reinforcement Learning, where the reward function was the aggregated sum of two objective functions. However, the standard way of solving a multi-objective task is through generating a set of optimal solutions using genetic algorithms [8]. Although Multi-objective optimisation is novel for content selection, the use of genetic algorithms is not new to content selection. For instance, Duboue [27] present a content planner that uses genetic algorithms with a fitness function derived from available corpora. Genetic algorithms have been also applied for poem generation, e.g. [28].

c) Fuzzy Sets and Systems for Natural Language Generation: Fuzzy sets and systems aim to bridge the gap between uncertainties in data and their corresponding linguistic interpretation. There are several lines of research aiming to address this problem. For example, previous work has focused on addressing uncertainty in time-series data [17] and temporal uncertainty [29]. Our study addresses uncertainty derived from unknown first-time users.

d) User Adaptation: Research in NLG systems has shown the importance of adapting the system output to different user types. For instance, NLG systems employ different versions of a system for each user group [4], [20], [30] or employ User Models (UMs) to adapt their linguistic output to individual users [31], [32], [33].

A different direction has been followed by [34], [35] and [6], where an over-generate and rank approach to sentence generation has been suggested. In this approach, the over-generation phase can follow user- and domain-independent rules to generate a set of possible sentences and the ranking phase is responsible of ranking them. Sentences in accordance to a specific user’s ratings and chooses the one that yields highest rating. This approach assumes that the knowledge about the user is already derived through user feedback (ratings) and many user ratings are required. For our domain, acquiring many ratings is not applicable, as we assume that users are first-time users. In addition, averaging existing user ratings is not an option, as Walker et al. also notice that user ratings for the same utterance differ significantly. This variability introduces noise to models that are developed using all available user ratings. To solve this issue, Dethlefs et al. [7] suggest clustering users in terms of similarity ratings and then develop cluster-specific models for predicting user ratings in order to improve accuracy. However, Dethlefs et al.’s approach is able to adapt to users’ stylistic preferences only after nine ratings are provided, which means that for a first-time user the output will not be optimal. In our domain, we deal with first-time users with no prior ratings. In contrast to Dethlefs et al.’s approach, our approach suggests that optimising for all available clusters simultaneously using a multi-objective optimisation approach will meet users’ expectations, because a first-time user will belong to one of the available clusters.
Initially, we cluster potential users based on existing data (Section III). Second, we model group preferences using logistic regression in order to find a “middle ground” (i.e., a solution acceptable to all user groups) using multi-objective optimisation (MOO) (Section IV). Third, we evaluate this model with previously unknown users, i.e., different from the population in the initial data set (Section V). The results in Section VI show that joint optimisation significantly improves over models optimised for one user group only, and hence show the effectiveness of our approach.

III. DATA

For our study, we used a previously obtained dataset which is described in [36]. The dataset consists of 280 instances of aligned sensor data from first aid scenarios (as the one shown in Figure 1) with the corresponding textual descriptions (each user provided preferences for four different first aid scenarios). The sensor data is numerical time-series data which measure three physiological conditions: breathing rate; blood oxygen saturation; and heart rate. On the top left of Table I an example of the time-series data can be seen.

The textual summaries were collected online from 70 participants with various levels of expertise, ranging from medical doctors to people with no prior experience or training in first aid provision. Therefore, there is variability in obtained summaries, which was found to correspond to different preferences rather than background, knowledge or occupation [36]. Due to this variation of preferences, the same time-series data can result in two very different summaries as it can be seen from the two examples summaries on the right of the Table I. The textual descriptions are based on templates (similar to [16]) which describe the time-series data in the following six ways:

1) <average>: referring to the average (e.g., “The breathing rate was 24 breaths per minute on average”),
2) <trend-verbose>: referring to the trend in a verbose way (e.g., “Blood oxygen saturation decreased from 95% to 90% per minute”),
3) <trend-succinct>: referring to the trend in a succinct way (e.g., “SATS 110 to 121”),
4) <range-verbose>: referring to the range of values observed in a verbose way (e.g., “The breathing rate was between 20 and 30 breaths per minute”),
5) <range-succinct>: referring to the range of values observed in a succinct way (e.g., “Resps 20-30”), and
6) <inference>: inference from the data (e.g. “The breathing rate is normal”).

Table II show the bespoke templates in detail. Participants selected templates according to their preferences, thus the template choices correspond to the preferred content of each user. The next section will describe the overall methodology in detail.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The methodology is based on two assumptions, which are common for NLG and interactive systems: Firstly, we assume the presence of two or more user groups, where optimal generation decisions need to be made in the presence of trade-offs between two or more conflicting objectives (in our study, the objectives are the user preferences), such as report length and reading time. For example, some users prefer lengthy reports, whereas other users prefer succinct reports. In the former case, users will require more time to read the report than in the latter case. Secondly, we assume the need to generate for unknown first-time users, which could fall in any of the specified clusters. As such and given the data described in the previous section, we follow a four-step methodology as depicted in Figure 2:

1) We partition users based on their utterance choices, such that users with similar preferences belong to the same cluster, similar to Dethlefs et al. [7] (Section IV-A).
2) For each cluster, we derive an objective function based on the participants’ preferences in this cluster using logistic regression (Section IV-B).
3) The derived objective functions are then used in a multi-objective optimisation (MOO) framework in order to derive a solution (textual description) that is preferable by all clusters of users (Section IV-C).
4) This framework outputs a set of optimal solutions, known as a Pareto set, rather than a single solution. All solutions

---

### Table I: The table on the top left shows an example of the time-series raw data and their measurements per minute. The table on the bottom left shows an example of described trends. The box on the right present potential summaries observed in the data. We see that some users prefer lengthy descriptions, whereas others prefer succinct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breathing rate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Rate</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trends from Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Oxygen Saturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Example Summary 1

The breathing rate was 24 breaths per minute on average. Blood oxygen saturation decreased from 95% to 90% per minute. The heart rate increased from 110 to 121 beats per minute.

### Example Summary 2

Resps ↑ from 20 to 30. SATS ↓ from 95% to 90%. Heart rate ↑ from 110 to 121.
are ranked by the available objective functions which facilitates the selection of one joint solution, as we describe in Section IV-D.

A. User Clustering

Previous results from a corpus study [36] showed that individual user characteristics, such as medical training level, gender, or experience with medical sensor data, do not have a significant effect on the template choice. Therefore, we conclude that categorizing users depending on these personal background factors will not necessarily yield distinctive user groups for NLG. For instance, users that have received training at work can have similar preferences in terms of content choice to doctors. We therefore consider automatic clustering to define user groups in terms of phrase choice, regardless of their training background, gender, or experience with sensors.

Cluster analysis groups a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same cluster are more similar (here in terms of phrase choices) to each other than to those in other clusters [37]. For instance, people that prefer referring to the trend in a verbose way belong to a different cluster. In this way, users are grouped according to their preferences and regardless of their profession, gender, or level of training.

As discussed in Section II, Dethlefs et al. [7] show that predictive models based on groups of users result in more accurate rating predictions than models based on individual users. However, Dethlefs et al.’s approach addresses known users, in the sense that the user preferences are defined via previous ratings on generated text. In contrast, here, we deal with unknown first-time users (bystanders) and therefore, assigning a user into a group is not possible. In addition, Dethlefs et al.’s model solely addresses surface realisation, whereas we extend this to content selection.

We apply Expectation-Maximization (EM) clustering using the implementation provided by the WEKA toolkit [38]. EM is useful when the number of the clusters is unknown (or generally not obvious), as in our dataset. Consequently, we need a clustering algorithm that is able to determine the number of clusters automatically. EM initially assigns a probability distribution to each instance which indicates the probability of it belonging to each of the clusters. It uses cross validation to determine the number of clusters following five steps: (1) set the number of clusters to 1; (2) split the training set into 10 folds randomly; (3) EM algorithm is applied 10 times as normally in cross validation; (4) average the log likelihood over all 10 results; and (5) if log likelihood has increased, the number of clusters is also increased by 1 and it repeats until convergence is achieved.

The clustering task is formulated as follows: given the

1 A detailed description is given here: http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/clusterers/EM.html.
feature vector of the time-series data and the template choices of a participant, assign him/her into a cluster. Each feature vector corresponds to a user and it is of the following format:

\[
\{\text{user}_n, \text{scenario}_1, \ldots, \text{scenario}_4\}
\]

where, 
\[
\text{scenario}_n = \{\text{data}_{BR}, \text{data}_{SpO}_2, \text{data}_{HR}, \text{templates}_{BR}, \text{templates}_{SpO}_2, \text{templates}_{HR}\}
\]

For each first-aid scenario, \(\text{data}_{BR}, \text{data}_{SpO}_2\) and \(\text{data}_{HR}\) correspond to the time-series data of the physiological factors and \(\text{templates}_{BR}, \text{templates}_{SpO}_2\) and \(\text{templates}_{HR}\) correspond to the templates chosen by the participant \(n\). We remind the reader that there were four first-aid scenarios in our dataset.

The EM clustering results in two consistent user groups, where the first cluster consists of 27 participants and the second consists of 43 participants. We use a \(\chi^2\) test to validate the consistency of the clusters in terms of the scenarios and the template choices \((p < 0.05)\). We observe that the users are grouped in terms of their preferences on the length of the descriptions. In particular, users in Cluster 1 prefer the succinct ways of referring to data whereas users in Cluster 2 prefer the verbose ways.

B. Preference Elicitation

Having defined the clusters, the next step is to acquire a preference function for each cluster. We use iterated logistic regression to estimate the probability of each template to be selected given all the previous choices. Previous work used linear regression in order to derive a model that can predict user ratings \([39], [40]\). Linear regression, however, assumes that there is linear relationship between the dependent and the independent variables, which is not true for our domain, where the aim is to predict a binary outcome (i.e. the probability of a template being selected or not). Therefore, we use logistic regression with maximum likelihood, which allows us to calculate the probability of an event/decision occurring. That is, each logistic regression model estimates the probability distribution of a specific template to be chosen for generation given the time-series data and the previously selected content. In this way, the combination of content is taken into account.

C. Content Selection as a Multi-objective Optimization Task

As discussed in Section II, genetic algorithms are used to solve this Multi-Objective Optimisation problem. A genetic algorithm designed for MOO consists of (a) a fitness function, which is essentially the objective to be optimised (in the case of Multi-objective Optimization there are two or more fitness functions); (b) a population of chromosomes, which is a set of solutions, (c) a ranking method, which determines which chromosomes are selected for reproduction, and (d) genetic operators, which determine how the population evolves through mutation and/or crossover.

\((a)\) Objective or Fitness Functions: For each of the user clusters, we use logistic regression to model the user preferences described in Section IV-B. That is, the multiple logistic regressions are used to calculate the probability of each template to be selected within one cluster, given any previous decisions/preferences expressed (when applicable). For instance, if the first decision was to select a template that describes \(BR\), then this decision will influence the template chosen for the next measurement, which is \(SpO_2\). Therefore, our models consider the previously made decisions when estimating the content selection probabilities. Similarly, the regression model for the \(HR\) decision, includes both the decisions made for the \(BR\) and \(SpO_2\) template. This approach is motivated by a previous corpus analysis, which found that current decisions about the content are influenced by the previous decisions \([36]\).

Note that the order of describing measurements is fixed, i.e. first \(BR\), then \(SpO_2\), and finally \(HR\). This ordering is standard in first aid, as the first aider would initially check the casualty’s breathing rate, then the oxygen levels and finally the heart rate. Moreover, values for \(BR\) and \(SpO_2\) are strongly related, and therefore should be mentioned in conjunction. However, our model can also account for content selection and information ordering simultaneously, as the fitness function is based on probabilities of content to be chosen, given previously selected content. In this regard, our approach is an improvement of a previously used approach \([5]\), which only considers content selection.

The fitness function can thus be formulated as the joint probability of three templates occurring together, where each logistic function predicts the likelihood of one template being chosen for one of the three measurements, see Equation 1.

\[
\text{Fitness}(\text{cluster}_n) = \arg \max P(t_{BR_i} \cap t_{SpO_j} \cap t_{HR_k})
\]

where \(n\) stands for the cluster ID (and can take values from \(N = \{1, 2\}\)) and \(i, j\) and \(k\) are the template ids (and can take values from \(T = \{1, 2, \ldots, 6\}\)).

\((b)\) Encoding Population: To form a population, every possible summary is encoded as a chromosome, which is essentially a feature vector. Chromosomes are encoded as a vector of 18 features: each chromosome consists of 3 genes corresponding to \(BR\), \(SpO_2\) and \(HR\), and each gene consists of 6 features, each one describing a template type. For example, the following summary can be represented as the chromosome below:

Summary:

The breathing rate increased from 20 to 30 breaths per minute. The blood oxygen saturation dropped from 95% to 90%. The heart rate increased from 110 to 121 beats per minute.
Chromosome:

\[ \{0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0\}, \{0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0\}, \{0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0\} \]

The initial population is randomly generated and at a size of 20 chromosomes (which was determined by extensive trial and error).

\(c\) Ranking method: We use a \textit{maximum ranking} method to rank the chromosomes in the population [41]. The initial population was sorted in two lists regarding the fitness functions, in order to keep a population with constant size. From each list, the eight fittest (i.e with highest ranking) chromosomes are chosen. In addition, two of the twelve least fit chromosomes were also chosen at random in order to increase diversity of the population.

\(d\) Reproduction: We then choose ten chromosomes (parents) for reproduction, i.e. the eight highest ranking chromosomes and two random chromosomes. Ten new chromosomes are reproduced via \textit{one-point crossover}. One-point crossover is the process where a single crossover point is chosen and all the data before this point adopt the genes from the first parent and beyond this point from the second parent and vice versa (so as two chromosomes are reproduced by a pair of parents). Then, five chromosomes are randomly selected from the new population and are \textit{mutated} (i.e. one gene is changed randomly). The same process continues iteratively until the stopping criterion is met, i.e. when there is no improvement in terms of fitness of the top (most optimal) chromosome. These parameters for reproduction are determined by an extensive trial and error process.

D. Choice of Optimal Solution

For a non-trivial multi-objective optimisation problem, there is no single solution that simultaneously optimises each objective. In this case, the objective functions are said to be conflicting, and there exists a (possibly infinite) number of \textit{Pareto optimal} solutions. The choice of the unique solution from the Pareto set is based on the \textit{knee}\(^2\) approach [42], [43]. The idea is that the solution located in the knee (when plotting the solutions on a graph) scores well for all objectives (Figure 3).

Our approach finds a solution which \textit{simultaneously} satisfies preferences for both user groups, rather than cancelling each other out, which was the case in the previously proposed multi-objective technique by [5].

\(^2\)This is also known as the elbow approach in other fields.

V. Evaluation

In order to evaluate our methodology, the output of the multi-objective optimisation system is compared in a human evaluation with two meaningful baselines:

1) \textit{Cluster1-based} optimises the content for the first cluster (which consists of 27 participants), and

2) \textit{Cluster2-based} is optimised for the second cluster (which consist of 43 participants). This baseline roughly corresponds to the \textit{majority baseline} since most users from the initial data collection were assigned to Cluster 2.

We recruited 21 new participants to perform the evaluations, advertising our study to students, colleagues and professional first responders. These participants were all previously \textit{unseen}, i.e. from a different user population to the one in the initial data collection, and as such, preferences of these participants are \textit{unknown}. Similarly to the setup for the initial data collection, each participant was presented with an emergency scenario and a summary of the time-series data as generated by one of our systems. Each participant was asked to rate the summary on a 5-point Likert scale (Dislike, Slightly dislike, Neither like or dislike, Like overall/it’s ok, Like very much). The participants repeated this process three times for three different scenarios, collecting a total of 63 ratings. For each scenario, they were presented with a summary generated by a different system. The data will be made publicly available.

VI. Results

Table III shows the mean, mode and standard deviation of the humans’ ratings. Results from a pair-wise Mann-Whitney U test (with Bonferroni adjustment) are shown in Table IV along with the effect size (Cohen’s d).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOO</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1-based</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster2-based</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Mean, mode and standard deviation of user ratings.

The participants rated the output from the MOO system higher than the other two systems. In particular, participants
TABLE IV: Significance (at $p<0.05$) is indicated as * as determined by a Mann Whitney U test and effect size (Cohen’s d) for pair-wise comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOO vs. Cluster1-based</td>
<td>0.012*</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOO vs. Cluster2-based</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster1 vs. Cluster2</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significantly preferred the MOO system to Cluster1-based system ($p < 0.05$, power = 99.8%). They also rated the MOO system higher than the Cluster2-based system ($p = 0.24$, power = 83.4%). We also report effect size in order to understand the magnitude of the differences found. The effect size of the differences between the MOO and Cluster1-based is large ($\approx 0.8$), which indicates reliable results and a strong preference towards the MOO system. There is also a medium effect between the MOO and Cluster2-based system ($= 0.461$). The effect size for Cluster2-based vs. Cluster1-based systems is small ($= 0.246$, power = 41.4% - note that if we increase $\alpha$ to .2, power increases to 71.1%), which indicates that there is a tendency to rank the Cluster2-based system higher than the Cluster1-based system, however more ratings are needed for safe conclusions.

When observing the standard deviation of the ratings, it is evident that the ratings for the MOO system are more consistent than those for the other two systems. This shows that most users rated the MOO system consistently high. The Cluster2-based system has the highest standard deviation, which indicates that the ratings of this system are more variable, i.e. users in Cluster 1 would rate the Cluster1-based system much lower than the MOO system. Finally, we expect that the MOO method will perform much better in domains with more than two clusters, as users tend to rate the other cluster-based systems significantly lower than the MOO system.

In conclusion, our MOO-based approach is able to satisfy user preferences for first-time users, i.e. users a) whose preferences are not available and b) who potentially belong to any of the clusters (but have a higher likelihood of belonging to Cluster 2). In addition, we show that our approach makes three important contributions. Firstly, the proposed approach is able to optimally select content that is highly rated by multiple groups with conflicting preferences. Secondly, it can consider information ordering decisions as well as content selection. Thirdly, our approach can effectively address unknown first-time users, i.e. users that have not provided any ratings or have previously interacted with the system.

VII. SUMMARY

We have shown that multi-objective optimisation is capable of addressing unknown first-time users of a data-to-text generation system. In particular, we used a combination of user clustering in terms of preferences and multi-objective optimisation to generate textual descriptions which can satisfy all potential user groups. We applied this framework within a medical decision support system for first aid provision, which is commonly used by first-time users (“bystanders”). It was shown that this approach outperforms single-objective optimisation approaches such as suggested by Gkatzia et al. [5], which adapt to a specific user group. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach which can handle unknown first-time users, which is an open common problem in many application areas within interactive setups.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

In future, we plan to conduct a task-based evaluation to explore whether the generated summaries can indeed support decision making whilst adapting to user preferences. We also plan to evaluate our multi-objective approach on other domains, such as student feedback generation, e.g. [16] and weather forecasts [12], [10], [9]. Furthermore, the above framework can be extended to learn online, i.e. every incoming data point/user rating can be used to re-cluster user groups (until convergence) and thus get a more accurate estimate of the underlying distribution of user preferences in this domain.

Finally, we are also interested in looking into generating descriptions of underlying data uncertainties (e.g. from sensor failures) and (medical) risks or data associated with probabilities, such as weather data. While there is considerable uncertainty arising from the underlying data, data-to-text systems fall short of communicating this uncertainty to the decision maker. Related research in decision support systems stresses the importance of conveying uncertainty using natural language in the decision making process, e.g. [44], [45].
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